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Broad inflationary pressures hammer consumers in January
Headline inflation evolved as expected in February with the consumer price index (CPI) up 1.0 per cent m/m
(0.6 per cent seasonally- adjusted) and 5.7 per cent y/y. The latter accelerated from the 5.1 per cent reading in
January and marked the strongest increase since January 1991.
Consumers faced broad-based price gains during the month and highlighted by gasoline prices. The price at
the pump increased 6.9 per cent from January and 32.3 per cent y/y. Higher energy prices, including a spike
in other fuel oils, partly reflected the heightened supply uncertainty amidst Russia aggression on Ukraine.
Food prices also rose notably by 6.7 per cent y/y (1.3 per cent m/m) which was the strongest since 2009. The
misery is real for households with prices up sharply across grocery aisles, highlighted by meat (up 11.7 per
cent), dairy products and eggs (6.9 per cent), and baked goods (up 6.7 per cent). Adding to this rising
restaurant meal costs (up 4.7 per cent).
That said, this was hardly just grains and gas. Excluding food and energy, prices were up a hefty 3.9 per cent
y/y, compared to 3.5 per cent in January. Shelter continued to rise with growth of 6.6 per cent y/y, as rental
costs accelerated a full per cent to 4.2 per cent amidst a ripping housing market, and ownership costs grew
at a strong pace. Supply chain factors continue to prop up prices with furniture pricing up 7.5 per cent y/y and
appliances up 7.8 per cent. Re-opening trends have lifted travel accommodation prices by 21 per cent and car
rental costs rose 24 per cent.
The breadth of current inflation is substantial and core measure of infl ations all accelerated. The Bank of
Canada’s preferred common- measure remained lowest at 2.6 per cent and within its 1-3 per cent band, but
the trim and median-measures shot to 4.3 per cent and 3.5 per cent. The average of core measures reached
3.5 per cent, up from 3.3 per cent in January.
The latest inflation print was not a surprise given ongoing pressures emanating from the Russia invasion of
Ukraine and supply chain challenges. While oil prices have since retraced, levels are still pushing up headline
inflation, while supply chain challenges are re-emerging from China due to new lockdowns of major
manufacturing regions. The Canadian economy has also shown ongoing resilience, bouncing back quickly
from Omicron- related job losses in February and labour markets remain tight which is further fueling wage
growth. Higher inflation will persist and points to an aggressive tightening phase by the Bank of Canada in the
months to come.
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